Reading Black Lives

Winter 2024
Instructor: Laurel Clark Shire, Associate Professor
Email: Ishire@uwo.ca

This is a draft syllabus updated 14 June 2023. Please see the course site on OWL for a final version.

Course Description
This course examines the history of peoples of African descent in the US through the life stories of ten individuals, some male-identified, others female-identified, and some whom we might today classify as non-binary, genderqueer, or otherwise outside of the gender binary. These people lived from the earliest days of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade to the present. Throughout our reading of their lives, we will explore themes important in the history of people of African heritage in North America, such as agency, resistance, intersectionality and identity, freedom, and creativity. These biographies and autobiographies will be our window onto the political, economic, social and cultural context in which each of these people lived.

Students who have already taken an introductory course in African-American or African-Canadian History are encouraged to enroll, but there is no prerequisite for this course.

Antirequisite(s): HIS/GSWS 3340 (cross-listed versions of this course)

Students should be mindful that biographies and autobiographies tend to be lengthy, and we will be reading one book-length life story every week. We will discuss strategies for skimming and reading for argument, but you should be prepared to spend time reading each book before our class meets. I recommend that you start early and plan to spend several chunks of time reading in order to be prepared.

Methods of Evaluation
Weekly participation in seminar, incl. discussion, pop quizzes, questions: 15%
Reflection essays (4 total) 20%
Discussion leadership (1 time) 5%
Midterm essay, in class on 29 February 30%
Final exam: 30%

Students are expected to be prepared to discuss the readings assigned for each seminar meeting, and each will also lead our discussion as part of a small group once
during the semester. There may be discussion questions, pop quizzes, or other weekly assessments in class, which will be marked as part of your participation grade. Our discussions will be as good, or as bad, as you make them. The tenor, value, and engagement of each seminar depends entirely on the preparation, attitudes, and generosity of each of you.

Students are required to attend class each week, to be on time and to leave when class ends. If you are unable to attend, or if you must be late or leave early, email the professor ahead of time (I will not ask you for explanations, you must initiate this). Every absence will affect your ability to be successful in this course.

We will meet 12 times, so each class meeting will be an opportunity for you to earn up to 1.25% of your 15% participation mark, or 8.33% out of 100%. You will earn all 8.33 points by attending on time, leaving on time, and listening and participating actively and respectfully in the discussion, being mindful not to dominate or derail it. I will take note each week of who is listening actively to your peers, who has useful and relevant things to contribute, who is distracted by their devices, and who is just taking up space. You will be marked accordingly: each week, half your participation mark is attendance, and the other half is how well you listened, contributed, and engaged. If you feel anxiety about speaking in class, please discuss your options with me as soon as you enroll in the course. I have many strategies that I have used in the past to help shy or anxious students earn their full participation marks, and I will be very happy to work with you.

Please note that missing one class will result in a 0% for participation that week and thus will reduce your best possible total participation mark to 91.6%, even if you are engaged at every other meeting. Missing two will reduce that best possible participation mark to 83.3%, missing 3 classes will reduce it to 75%, missing 4 classes will reduce it to 66.7%, missing 5 class meetings will reduce it to 58.3% and missing 6 (or half) of our seminar discussions will result in a 50% or lower for participation. Please understand how this math works before you skip class. An excused absence will not affect your grade, but it will change the way your other weekly participation scores are calculated (rather than 12 weeks to earn 100 points, you will only have 11, after 1 excused absence, for example, making each week worth more - 9.1 points rather than 8.3, thereafter).

If you are ill, please do not come to class. If you have a cold, please wear a mask if you are able to do so, and I will do the same. If you wish to be excused from class, you must provide evidence to the Academic Counseling office in your home faculty that you were ill, or attending a medical appointment or participating in a University athletics match, or unable to attend due to a personal emergency. Unexcused absences, as well as frequent tardiness, will harm your participation grade and will hamper your ability to be successful in the course. It is up to you to provide explanations and supporting documentation to Academic Counseling, I will not
remind you to provide them and I cannot accept them from you directly (to ensure privacy, confidentiality, and equity).

Every third week, as assigned by your assignment schedule number, you will write a short reflection of the biography or autobiography we are reading that week. These reviews should be 500-600 words and should cover the main ideas, arguments, and themes of each life story, as well as what historical context(s) it helps illuminate and bring to life. You must write 4 of these during the term. They are due when class begins (electronically to lshire@uwo.ca) and will not be accepted late. If you are unable to write one in a week you’re assigned to do so, please contact Prof. Shire ahead of time and ask to write in a different week (suggest which one will work for you). You may switch weeks up to 2 times over the semester – if you need accommodation more often than that, please set up a meeting to discuss this with me. Please plan ahead now for these assignments so that you can complete them on time.

Once during the semester, you will lead off our discussion of our biographical subject for that week, probably in a pair or small group (depending on how many students are in the course). Please bring some discussion questions to get your peers thinking and talking about the reading. This is very open-ended and you are free to be creative, and/or to share short videos, memes or other relevant material. But please be sure that your discussion starters are ON TOPIC. This is worth 5% of your mark. If you are absent for an excusable reason on the date when you are assigned to lead discussion, you will be given one opportunity to make it up. If not, you will earn 0%. If you need to switch dates for this assignment, please contact me as soon as possible.

We will have an in-class mid-term examination on THURSDAY 29 FEBRUARY. It will consist of a few short answer questions and 2 short essays. These questions will all be drawn from the first five auto/biographies we will read in the course. If you have read those and attended class discussion, you will not have any trouble earning top marks on the midterm exam.

The final exam will be scheduled during the exam period in April. It will consist of identifications, timelines or chronologies, short answer questions, and one essay question. A study guide will be circulated before the exam, and will be available for discussion in the last class meeting.

Make-up tests, midterms, and exams can only be approved by Academic Counselling. Please see https://history.uwo.ca/undergraduate/program_module_information/policies.html for department procedures and requirements involving make-up tests and exams.

Course Materials
All these are available via Western Libraries, online, or for sale at the bookstore.

“My Name is Pauli Murray” on Amazon Prime (if you do not have a Prime subscription, please see the Professor for help accessing this title) https://www.primevideo.com/detail/0RZYE0RX9SWMQVJ5VMFQR0UUMM/ref=dvm_src_ret_ca_xx_s


Course Schedule and Readings

11 January - Introductions. On finding a Useable Past. Who gets a biographer, and who does not? Who gets to leave a memoir, and who does not? If you are able, please view Cheryl Dunye’s 1996 film “The Watermelon Woman” before our first class.

You will have an opportunity to sign up for the day when you will lead our discussion in this first class, and you will receive your group # for the assignment schedule.

For discussion:


Reflection due from All Students (all 3 groups)

Discussion leader(s):


Reflection due from Assignment Schedule Group 1

Discussion leader(s):


Discussion leader(s):


Discussion leader(s):


Discussion leader(s):
22 February (No class, reading week)

29 February: In Class Midterm on the readings/films thus far

Reflection due from Assignment Schedule Group 2

Discussion leader(s):

14 March: Two documentaries:
- “Brother/Outsider: The Life of Freedom Fighter Bayard Rustin” free on Kanopy
  https://www kanopy com/en/ uwo/video/139631
- “My Name is Pauli Murray” which is on Amazon Prime
  https://www primevideo com/detail/0RZE0RX95WMQVJ5VMFQR0UUMM/ref=dvm src_ret_ca_xx_s
Reflection due from Assignment Schedule Group 3
Discussion leader(s):

Reflection due from Assignment Schedule Group 1

Discussion leader(s):

Reflection due from Assignment Schedule Group 2

Discussion leader(s):

Reflection due from Assignment Schedule Group 3

Discussion leader(s):

**Final exam**: TBA (11-30 April)

**There is never enough time... Recommended Reading:**


Additional Statements

**Communication policies:**
The best way to reach me is email, lshire@uwo.ca (which pops to profshire@gmail.com). Please feel free to drop in during office hours, which is time set aside for you to come and speak with me about anything related to the course, or to your academic career. I also encourage you to email me to set up an appointment anytime. I am happy to meet over Zoom or in person at a time that will work for both of us.

**Classroom behavior:**

Please be on time for class, and please be respectful of me and your peers at all times. We will take a break about 75 minutes into class, and if possible please use that opportunity to use the washroom without leaving class while it’s in session. You may eat and drink in class, so long as you clean up after yourself, and are not disruptive to the discussion.

**Use of electronic devices:**

Please do not use electronic devices for tasks unrelated to the seminar discussion during class. If you must access the reading that week on a screen, be sure to stay on task and turn off any notifications or sounds that might distract you and those around you. If you are off task on a device during class, that will be obvious to me and everyone else around you, and you will receive a zero for participation that day. You will not be allowed access to electronic devices during pop quizzes, tests or exams. Do not record audio or video of our class meetings without written permission from me and from your classmates.

**Use of generative AI tools:** All work submitted in this course must be your own. You may not make use of generative AI tools like ChatGPT for any assignments in this course.

Please review the Department of History’s shared policies and statements for all undergraduate courses at:
https://history.uwo.ca/undergraduate/program_module_information/policies.html for important information regarding accessibility options, make-up exams, medical accommodations, health and wellness, academic integrity, plagiarism, and more.